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There is an interesting special variety of geometrically defined subgroups 
in the ring RG of virtual complex characters of a finite group G, that we 
shall pay attention to in this paper. However, before giving their definition it 
will be of some advantage first to fix some notation that is retained 
throughout. Namely: 
K is an algebraic number field with ring of integers U, 
M is an irreducible K[G]-module with corresponding character I,V, 
R,G is the subring in RG that is spanned by all the M (or rather by the 
V>l 
is an D-free D[G]-lattice, 
R”, G, finally, is the subring of R,G that is generated by the K[ G]-modules 
arising from such m by scalar extension. 
Now it is easy to introduce the subgroups of RG we have in mind: 
R”G (and RSG) on the one side, and R;G (and RiG) on the other side, 
are defined as subgroups of RG and R,G, respectively, having as generators 
the G-modules which admit an orthogonal (a symplectic), G-invariant 
bilinear form over the field C of complex numbers, respectively over K. 
RFG is the subgroup of R,G that is spanned by the G-modules which are 
equipped with an orthogonal, G-invariant bilinear form over K to which 
there exists an orthonormal K-basis. 
RYG then is the subgroup of R, G that is generated by the PZ 9 K, where 
wz itself possesses an orthogonal, G-invariant bilinear form over D to which 
there exists an orthonormal D-basis. 
The following diagram roughly shows how all these groups are correlated. 
* Most of this work was done while the author was kindly supported by a grant from the 
Science Research Council at King’s College London. 
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R”G and RSG are well known; essentially already in 13 ] one finds a precise 
description of these groups as subgroups of RG (see 1.6 below). This was 
used by Serre in order to prove an induction theorem concerning both, the 
orthogonal and the symplectic characters, which nowadays has become a 
great help when working at Galois Gauss sums and Artin root numbers of 
real valued characters; cf., e.g. [ 5, 111.’ We shall also take advantage of the 
theorem when considering RYG. Actually Serre’s proof of the induction 
theorem rests on the Borel-Serre theorem [ 1 ] on supersolvable subgroups of 
compact Lie groups; and for that reason it might be of some interest to 
follow the straightforward argument that we shall apply in order to deduce 
his theorem again, and which is totally along the lines of Witt’s approach 
concerning Schur indices computations [25 ] (see Section 2). 
From Swan [20] one knows the equation R, G = R, G. It follows at once 
that the locally free class group cl(rr[G]) of G over D can be regarded as a 
R, G-module (see [20,23 I), and hence, that the Brauer-Witt induction 
theorem which one has got for R,G [2, p. 3021 is also available for the class 
group itself. In the case where G happens to be the Galois group of a tame 
Galois extension L over K, this fact has been of some value in the 
development of Frohlich’s celebrated theory concerning the connection 
between the Artin root numbers of the symplectic characters of G and the 
element (naL) which is the ring of integers in L interpreted as an element in 
the class group of G over the ring of rational integers Z (see [4) (or [ 171) for 
the algebraic background and [ 6 ] as well as [21,22] in the number 
theoretical context). In order to obtain a liner invariant then (D,), one which 
would more faithfully reflect the values of the Artin root number, Friihlich 
’ In 1111 there are also further lierature references concerning the induction theorem. in 
particular Serre. Invent. Math. 14 (1971), 173-183, and Deligne, Invent. Math. 35 (1976). 
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[ 7, 81 recently introduced the Hermitian class group HCl (DIG]) of G over 
D, and in this connection he pointed out that in an obvious sense HCl 
(rr[ G]) can be made into a EG-module: thus, to get induction theorems at 
this level as well, one ought to know how RY’G is situated in RG. 
It is the aim of this paper to give some more insight into the relationship 
between the subgroups of RG we have defined above. To that end we are 
going to prove the following 
THEOREM. (1) R;G=R,GnR”G, R:,G=R.GnR”G, 
(2) R;G = R;.nG, 
(3) RJY’G = R”G if K contains a primitive nth root of unity, i,,. where 
n=lcm(4,IGi), 
(4) RYG = (i:(a): U < G, u E Hom(U, f 1)) when [K : Q] < 2 and K 
is real; here i: denotes the induction map from the subgroup U to G. 
Statement (3) implies that Serre’s induction theorem holds for HCl (rr[ G I) 
if K is big enough. At the other extreme, when K = Q, the field of rational 
numbers, if G is a group of prime power order, then by (4) and (1) of above 
and by the main theorem of [ 15 1’ we get RyG= R,G, and thus the 
Brauer-Witt induction theorem also holds for HCl(Z[ Cl). As this fact 
perhaps is of some interest in its own right we should like to state it as a 
COROLLARY. RYG = R,G, if G is of prime power order or is nilpotent of 
odd order. 
From Artin’s induction theorem 12, p. 2791 it follows readily that the 
exponent of the factor group R,G/R”,“G is always finite and in fact is a 
divisor of the group order 1 GI. However, we shall give an example of a 
nilpotent group for which this exponent is not 1. We also provide an example 
of a group G and a splitting field K for G such that Rg”G is of infinite index 
in R;.G. 
Remark. It should be understood that the equality in (2) does not mean 
that it will always be possible to find a K-orthogonal basis in an orthogonal 
K[G]-module. As an example which goes back to Frbhlich, one simply takes 
G to be the permutation group S, on three letters, K = Q, and as an 
orthogonal module the 2-dimensional irreducible module M of S,. To be 
explicit, let the transposition (12) acts as the matrix ( : Jr ) and the 3-cyclic 
(123) as ( : 1: ). Then by direct computation it is easily checked that there 
is essentially only one orthogonal, G-invariant bilinear form on M; its 
* Satz 3 in [ 15 1 is wrong as Hilfssatz 6. I uses a wrong definition of the Schur index of an 
absolutely irreducible character. The statement of Satz 3 and its proof are correct though as 
long as one restricts oneself to p-groups or to nilpotent groups of odd order. 
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discriminant matrix D looks like D = ( : y9 ) and hence it has the 
discriminant d = det D = -27, which is not a square in K. It follows at once 
that M cannot be equipped with an orthogonal G-form for which there exists 
an orthonormal K-basis. Now, all these calculations have taken place over 
Z; so let i~z be the corresponding lattice in M. As d is divisible by 3, one 
deduces easily that one cannot find an “orthonormal” lattice ml such that 
ml ml is going to be “orthonormal” itself. However, by (4), 
RFS, = R,S,; and that it to say, that when looking at R,““G one carefully 
has to choose the right lattices. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us just collect some more or less obvious observations. 
1.1. The groups R”G, Rg G, R$“G, and RYG in fact are subrings of RG; 
the two other groups, R”G and RiG, can be considered as modules over 
R”G and RiG, respectively. Of course, inflation, restriction, and induction of 
characters all respect these groups. 
1.2. When K is formally real [24], we have R”,G = R,G. More precisely, 
given a K[G]-module W one always finds an orthogonal, G-invariant bilinear 
form f on W admitting no non-trivial isotropic vectors. To see this, first take 
the Euclidean metric with respect to a basis w, ,..., w, of W: 
(w, w’) = \’ aia;, 
,y 
where w = \‘ aiwi and w’ = \’ a,! wi, 
and then define f simply to be the G-mean of this metric, that is, 
f(w, w’) = \’ (xw, xw’). 
XFC 
1.3. Suppose W is a K[G]-module that is equipped with an orthogonal, G- 
invariant bilinear formf: Then W has a K-orthonormal basis with respect to 
f if and only if the discriminant matrix D = (f(wi, w~))~,~ of any K-basis { wi) 
of W can be written as D = T. Tt with some non-singular matrix T having 
entries in K; here Tt is the transpose of T. Of course, T depends on the wi 
and onJ: 
1.4. If cr E Hom(G, f l), then cr belongs to R,““G. 
1.5. Assume that M admits an orthogonal, G-invariant bilinear form over 
D for which there exists an orthonormal n-basis. The matrix representation 
xt--+ X of G over 17 with respect to this basis then fulfills the relation 
X . X’ = 1 (the unit matrix). 
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1.6. If V is a C[G]-module equipped with a non-degenerate, G-invariant 
bilinear form, then the character x belonging to V is real valued. If in 
addition V is irreducible, then there is essentially (that is, up to a scalar 
multiple) only one such form, and it is orthogonal precisely when V is a real 
G-space, which is to say, V can be written as V, @aC with some RIG]- 
module I’,, R being the field of real numbers. It is symplectic otherwise. The 
two cases can be distinguished as to whether CXEG~(~*) is positive or 
negative. For all this, which goes back to Frobenius and Schur, we refer the 
reader to 1191. 
It is now fairly easy to deduce (see e.g. [ 121) that R”G = R,G, where 
R,G denotes the subring of RG that is generated by the characters of the 
R[G]-modules. Thus RUG has a Z-basis consisting of the characters a, + @, 
x, , 2x2, where rp runs through a representative set of absolutely irreducible, 
non-real valued characters of G modulo complex conjugation-, and where x, 
and xz run through the real valued, absolutely irreducible characters of G 
having Schur index 1 or 2 over R, respectively. Analogously one gets RSG = 
(P + cp? 2x19 x*>* 
1.1. Assume a to be a field automorphism of an algebraic closure of Q, 
and x to be an absolutely irreducible charater of G. Then x and x” have the 
same Schur index over K: s,k) = s,(x”). Here x”(x) =x(x)“. Namely, if A 
is that simple component of QG on which x (and hence also x”) does not 
vanish, then the Schur index of x over K is the same as the index of any 
simple component of A @o K: due to the fact that the centre Qk) of A 
19, p. 5441 is a Galois extension of Q these components are all isomorphic to 
A C&,, KW3 
2. SERRE'S INDUCTION THEOREM 
The theorem reads as follows 
R”G is generated in RG by i:(a), i”,(t + F), i:(x), where U runs over the 
subgroups of G, where u E Hom(U, f 1) and T E Hom(U, C*), and jkally, 
where x is a dihedral character of U, that is to say, U has a dihedral group 
D,, as a homomorphic image and x is inflated from a faithful, absolutely 
irreducible character of D,, . Similarly, R”G is generated by the i”,(r + F) 
and the i:(x), where again t E Hom(U, C*) but where now x is a quaternion 
character, which means, that x is inflated from a faithful, absolutely 
irreducible character of a quaternion factor Q4, of U. 
’ I would like to thank the referee for pointing out this straihgtforward argument. Also, 
some stylistic improvements of the paper refer to the referee’s suggestions. 
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Here by definition D,, is the group (x, y: x”’ = 1 = y*, yxy = xP’) and 
Q4m=(X,y:xm=y*, y4=1, yP’xy=xP’). 
Since, from 1.6, we have that R”G = R,G, we can apply the Brauer-Witt 
induction theorem [2, p. 3021 and this allows us to assume that, for the first 
statement, G is an R-elementary subgroup, H, so H is a semidirect product 
H = C >a P of a cyclic group C by a p-group P. Further, as R”G is a R”G- 
module, we see as well that RSG is generated by all i:(A), 1 being a 
symplectic character of some R-elementary subgroup H of G. Namely, from 
1=x H,fl $(,u) with p E R”H = R,H (which equation is exactly the 
Brauer-Witt theorem), we get after multiplying by p E RSG:p = 
c H,p ig(,u . resgp) and the ,U . resgp all belong to R”H. Therefore also in the 
symplectic case we may assume G = H. 
We follow the ideas of Witt [ 25 1 a bit longer-just as it has already been 
done by Roquette [ 181, by Lorenz [ 101, and the author 1161. Namely, we 
introduce the concept of primitivity. Let W be an irreducible R[H]-module 
and let S be its R[H]-endomorphism ring (so S is either R, C, or the 
skewtield H of quaternions). We say that W is S-primitive if it is impossible 
to write W as a non-trivial sum of S-subspaces Ni of W, which are permuted 
by our group H (necessarily transitively since W is irreducible). Hence if W 
is S-imprimitive, then W is induced by such a IV,, where the induction map 
belongs to the stabilizer subgroup of Ni in H. For example, if x is an 
absolutely irreducible, real valued character of H having Schur index 2 over 
R, and if the corresponding R-irreducible character 2~ is not H-primitive, 
then 2x is induced by a real irreducible character A which over C is decom- 
posed into 2&, that is, A,, is absolutely irreducible, real valued, and has 
Schur index 2 over R. 
Thus Serre’s theorem is obviously proved once we have shown the 
LEMMA. If the R-elementary group H possesses a R-irreducible, faithful 
representation module W which is S-primitive, and which has the character 
w, then 
either H is cyclic, in which case w E Hom(H, f 1) or 
w=s+iwith rEHom(H,CX), 
or H = D2,,,, in which case w = 1y is an absolutely 
irreducible, faithful character of D,, , 
or H= Q4,,,, in which case o = 21, and x is an 
absolutely irreducible, faithful character of Q4,. 
Observe here, firstly, that as inflation and induction of characters 
commute, the faithfulness and the S-primitivity assumption for w do not 
disturb each other; secondly, that when looking at RSH, by 1.6 and the fact 
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that H is a monomial group 19, p. 58 1] we only have to worry about the 
absolutely irreducible x with Schur index 2 over R: but then 2~ is real- 
irreducible and we can apply what we have said above on primitivity; and 
thirdly, that when ending up at H = Qdrn in the orthogonal case, the 
corresponding cu = 2x can indeed be written as iyX,(r + F) with r faithful and 
linear on (x) Q H = Q,,. 
Proof of the lemma. Choose U to be a maximal abelian normal subgroup 
of H containing C. Then, as H/C = P is a p-group, U coincides with its 
centralizer 2 in H: otherwise we would find a normal subgroup U’ in H, 
containing U and lying in Z, such that 1 U’ : U/ = p. But then U’ itself is 
abelian and hence U non-maximal. 
Now let e, ,..., e, be the full set of minimal idempotents of the commutative 
group ring R[ U]. Then as 1 = CL= 1 ei we have W= By-, ei W. As U is 
normal we get xeixp’xW = ej W with some j depending on i and on x E H; 
so H permutes the subspaces Ni = ei W of W. Obviously, ei W is a S- 
subspace of W since the endomorphisms in S commute with the elements of 
R] H ] I R[ U] 3 e,. By primitivity it follows that all except one e,i W = 0. If 
we denote by A that simple Wedderburn component of R[H] that acts 
faithfully on the irreducible module W, and if we denote by 7~ the projection 
from R[H] to A, then as we have shown above, all except one n(e,J = 0. 
Thus x(R[ U]) is a field F in A, which is generated by n(U) over R. From the 
assumption that the representation afforded by M is faithful, it follows 
readily that n is (l-l) when restricted to the elements of H; hence T(U) rr. U. 
This implies that U is cyclic, as n(U) is contained in the field F. For any 
x E H denote by n(x)’ the inner automorphism of A induced by X(X). Then 
n(x)’ induces an automorphism on F/R, since U u H. Keeping in mind that 
7t is (l-l) on H, that U is its own centralizer in H, and that T(U) generates F 
over R, we see that n(x)’ is the identity automorphism on F exactly when 
x E U. That says that we have an embedding of H/U into Gal(F/R), and 
thus IH/UI = 1 or 2, and, moreover, if x E H\U, then x operates on the 
cyclic group U by the exponent -1. The only solutions for such a group H 
are listed in the lemma. 
3. PROOF OF OURTHEOREM 
Part (1). We restrict ourselves to the orthogonal case. Of course, the 
only thing to be shown is that RiG contains R,G f3 RUG. To that end pick 
a virtual character ,u belonging to the intersection R, G n R”G and let x be 
an absolutely irreducible component of ,u. Denote by PX the Galois group of 
the character field extension K&)/K and observe that, as .YX is canonically 
isomorphic to the Galois group of QCy)/Q(x) n K, which is abelian, x is real 
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valued if and only if all xy are, where y E .YX. We also may naturally identify 
,$ with $. 
Corresponding to x, s&) . CYErgX~Y is the K-irreducible component of ,q 
hence the multiplicity of x in p can be written as a product, say m(x) s,(x). 
As ,u E R”G, we get from 1.6 the following conditions on m(x) sKk): 
2 I 4x> SAX) if x is real valued but non-real, 
Mx) SKOI) = et) s,ca if x is non-real valued. 
According to 1.7, with a = - = complex conjugation, the second condition 
simply becomes mk) = m@). 
Again by 1.6 and 1.7 it follows that R,G n R”G is spanned over Z by 
(la) s,&) EYES xy in the cases x is real, or x is non-real valued but 
there is a y E YX with ,$‘= 2, or x is real valued but non-real and 2 ] s,&), 
(lb) ~,(x)(~,~~~p,x~ + CyEgjzq in all other cases. 
Thus in order to prove (1) of our theorem we need only show that all 
these spanning characters in fact belong to Rg G. Here we first observe that 
for any K[G]-module M’ we have a canonical isomorphism [ 14, p. 251 
Horn,,,, W’, K) OK C = Horn,,,, W’ 0, C, C> 
(K and C with trivial G-action). In particular, when M’ = MO, M we see 
that the space of G-invariant bilinear K-forms on M spans the space of G- 
invariant bilinear C-forms on M@ C. From the standard trick 
f(m,,m,)= 1/2(f(m,,m,)+f(m,,m,))- 1/2(f(mz,m,>-f(m,,mz>>, 
f being any bilinear form on M, we also see that the space of symmetric, G- 
invariant bilinear K-forms on M spans the space of symmetric, G-invariant 
bilinear C-forms on M @ C. 
We apply this to case (la) above with the understanding that our M is the 
corresponding module. It follows that in this case there exists a non-zero 
symmetric bilinear G-form on M over K. Of course, this form has to be non- 
degenerated as its radical is a K(G]-submodule of the irreducible M. That is, 
M belongs to Ri G. Next, let us look at case (lb). Again, denote by M the 
module corresponding to the character s,(x) Cys a xy. Choose a basis of M 
and, relative to it, a dual basis of fi = Horn, (M, K); observe here that i@ is 
represented by the character sKE) Cye..tZzy. With respect to these bases we 
define a discriminant matrix on M@d by (w); the corresponding 
orthogonal form then ertainly is G-invariant and hence M @ fi E Ri G. 
Part (2). Let W be a K[G]-module admitting an orthogonal, G-invariant 
bilinear form f over K. If K is formally real we assume that all vectors w # 0 
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in W have totally positive length with respect to f (compare 1.2). Choose 
now a basis wr ,..., W, in W over K such that the discriminant matrix off to 
w, ,..., w, is of diagonal form with diagonal entries a, ,..., a,. By the 
Hasse-Minkowski theorem [ 131 we can write each ai as a sum of five 
squares in K: a, = Cs=, ci (1 < i < r); observe that only in the real case is 
there an obstruction at infinity and this is certainly avoided by our choice of 
J Consider the abstract vector space S of dimension s = 5r over K and 
provide it with the Euclidean metric g 
g((c, ,...) cs), (cl )...) cl)) = i tic;. 
i=l 
Then the r vectors 
e, = (c,, , cl2 ,..., c15, 0 ,..., 0 ,..., 0), 
e, = (0 ,..., 0, c,,, cZ2,..., c25, O,..., 0) 
e, = (O,..., o,..., 0, C,] 7 c,2 ,***, c,J 
are orthogonal with respect to g and hence can be extended to an orthogonal 
basis e , ,..., e,, e,, , ,..., e, of S over K. Call P that s x s matrix whose jth row 









a, 1 with aj = g(qi, e,J. 
Of course, wi ct ei (for I ,< i ,< r) gives an embedding of W into S, and g 
restricted to W is our old f we started with. Moreover, S carries a G- 
structure in a natural way by defining xej = ej for r + 1 < j < s and 
xei = CJ=, bijej for 1 < i < r, where here the b, E K come from the represen- 
tation of G which is afforded by W, that is, xwi = cJ= I b,w,. 
Putting things together, we see that S has become an orthogonal K[G]- 
module, that g admits an orthonormal K-basis on S (compare 1.3), and that 
S = M@ S, is a decomposition of the G-module S into M and the 4r- 
dimensional trivial G-module S, = (ej: r + 1 < j < s). As S, certainly 
belongs to RYG (compare 1.4), it follows that ME RPG. 
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Part (3). Let K be big in the sense that [,, E K, where n = lcm(4,I GO. 
We apply Serre’s theorem of Section 2 and show that 
i;(a) E RYG for (T E Hom(U, f I)-but this is 1.4 
together with the last sentence in 1.1, 
i”,(r + 7) E R:“G and i:(x) E RYG, where r is linear 
and where x is of dihedral type. 
First of all observe that K is a splitting field for G. Hence we can define 
ml to be the abstract 2-dimensional free o-lattice on which z E U acts as the 
matrix (it’) &). With respect to the dihedral case, let D,, = 
(x, y: xm = 1 = y2, xy =x-’ ) be the corresponding dihedral factor of U, let 
z E U map onto xh#, and let x, as a character of DZm, be induced by 
o: x b &,,. Then take nzz to be the abstract 2-dimensional free o-lattice on 
which z acts as 
Thus M, has the character r + r and mm2 has the character x. In both cases 
there is no big choice in defining a disciminant matrix with respect to the 
canonic basis: it is D = (y i). As the 4th root i of unity belongs to n, a 
direct calculation now shows that 
with P= 
which according to 1.3 says that m, @ c as well as mz 0 o, the second 
summand D always having trivial U-action, do admit an orthogonal, U- 
invariant bilinear form over D to which there exists an rr-orthonormal basis. 
Together with 1.1 this implies (3). 
Part (4). In case K = Q or K = Q(@) with d > 0 and square-free, we 
first make the following observation: 
A finite sume of squares k af in c equals 1 if and only if 
i=l 
all but one ai = 0 and the remaining a = f 1. 
Now let m be an u-free rr[G]-lattice possessing an orthogonal, G-invariant 
g-form f which admits an orthonormal basis u, ,..., u,. By 1.5 the 
corresponding matrix representation x t-+X then fulfils the relation 
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X . X’ = 1 and, by what was just said above, this implies that in each row 
and in each column of X there is exactly one entry = j, 1, all the others being 
zero. 
Say that L’~ belongs to the orbit B, of uj if there exists a x E G such that 
xvi= iv,, . denote by Gj the subgroup of G consisting of all x E G such that 
xvi = fuj. Finally, define a linear character cl of Gi by 
Uj(X) = +l if xvj = vj 
= -1 if xyi = -vi. 
It follows readily that the rr-submodule mj of m, which is spanned by B,i, is 
G-invariant and has the character iE.(uj). Moreover, the restriction of ourfto 
mj is a G-invariant form on mj a mitting the orthonormal basis B,i. Now d 
note that wz = @ mi. 
4. SOME EXAMPLES 
4. I. As was already pointed out, for any group G we have (GJ R,G c 
R$“G; for p-groups and nilpotent groups of odd order we even know 
R,G = RO,“G. Now take G to be the direct product of the cyclic group C, of 
order 3.and the quaternion group Q, of order 8. To fix notation, let r and r2 
be the two non-trivial linear characters of C, and u,, o,, u3 those of Q,, 
finally let x be the 2-dimensional absolutely irreducible character of Q8. 
Then, in an obvious sense, the rational irreducible characters of G are 
observe here that rx has Schur index 1 over Q since its character field Q([,) 
splits the quaternions. Now, by using (4) of the theorem, it is easily checked 
that with the exception of (r + z’)x all the irreducible rational characters 
belong to RFG; however, only even multiples of this exceptional character 
(7 + 7')~ lie in R”,“G. 
4.2. Let G be the dihedral group D,, of order 10. Then K = Q(6), which 
is the real subfield of Q(&), is a splitting field for G. The two non-linear 
absolutely irreducible characters of G are 
xk with xk(xi9) = 
0 
rik + icik 
(As a representation space for xk over K it is best to take the field Q(&) by 
letting x act as the multiplication by [: and y as the non-trivial 
automorphism of Q(&)/K.) 
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From (4) of the theorem one gets: RO,6, (DlO) = (1, u, x, + x2), where u 
is the non-trivial linear character of D,,. On the other hand, RiD,, = 
R,D,,= (l,u,x,,xz): thus we indeed have an infinite index IRgG :RYGI 
as was announced earlier. 
4.3. In connection with the equality R”G= R,G one might think that 
RiG = R,+(G) should always hold where K+ is a suitable subfield of K; for 
example, when K is a Galois extension of Q one would expect Kt to be the 
maximal real subfield of K. However, this is not true. Take simply K = Q(i), 
where i is the 4th root of unity again; so there are only two sublields, Q and 
K itself. We define a central simple algebra over Q-or rather an element A’ 
in the Brauer group of Q-by local data: 
A ’ has local invariant 0 at co and at all p f 7, 11, 
it has local invariant 4 at 7 and 11. 
By [26, p. 961 there exists a group G such that there is a simple Wedderburn 
component A in the rational group algebra Q[ G], which is Brauer equivalent 
to the A ’ we have started with. Let x be an absolutely irreducible character 
of G that does not vanish on A. Then 
Qk) = centre of A = Q, 
s&> = 2, s,(x)= 1, 
s*(x) = 1, since Q(i)/Q has local degree 2 at 7 and 11. 
It follows readily that x & R,G but x E Rqo, G n R,G = R$ G. In order to 
obtain a case where RiG # R,G as well, we now modify the group G: So let 
C, be the cyclic group of order 4 and t a linear faithful character of C,. 
Consider the direct product G x C,. Then all what is said above on x of 
course carries over to x when interpreted as a character of G X C, in the 
obvious sense. Thus R,(G x C,) # Ri(G x C,). But now certainly also 
R,(G x C,) # Ri (G x C,), simply because the non-real valued xr belongs to 
the one group but not to the other one. 
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